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CANAV BOOKS 
CANADA’S PREMIER AVIATION BOOKLIST SUMMER/FALL 2023

Nicely complements Canada and the Cold 
War, so what a logical pair. Tim’s Story 
covers a young Canadian’s tour on Bomber 
Command. Many harrowing operations 
until Tim’s crew is shot down. W/C Andy 
Thomas’s Mons to Mali covers captivating 
Commonwealth air force adventures over 
the decades including Canada’s CF-18s in 
Gulf War 1. Bombs and Barbed Wire covers 
RCAF aircrew and Canadian POWs in WWII. 
Blood and Ruins is a sweeping new analysis of 
WWII by Britain’s renowned Richard Overy, 
while The North Star analyses Canada’s roles 
for better and worse in the US Civil War. I’m 
still highly recommending John Barnes’ White 
School Black Memories, a top contemporary 
history by a Canadian soldier in Afghanistan 
and elsewhere; and Prisoners of the Castle 
about the infamous German WWII POW 
camp where select aircrew (RCAF included) 
were held. Also, be sure to have your copy of 
Abandoned Military Installations of Canada, 
Vol.4, covering 100+ RCAF/BCATP/NORAD 
bases in Western Canada and what’s become of 
them. A treasure of a book. So … dive into our 
new list and see what catches your eye. Also 
check out our “Aviation in Canada” series and 
start your collection, if you haven’t yet. Also 
note the great prices on our 3-vol. Canada’s 
Air Force at War and Peace and 2-vol. 

Air Transport in Canada. The prices are 
not typos! These, “Aviation in Canada”, 
etc., will be the Rolls-Royces of books in 
your collection (here’s a fact: all the video 
games, podcasts, etc. amount to a big fat 
zero compared to sitting down with any such 
Canadian aviation book). Finally … check 
out our FREE BOOK offer on the back page. 
No kidding, an actual free book!

Usual reminders: For richly detailed items 
covering many aviation topics + 100s of eye-
popping photos, do yourself another favour by 
visiting our aviation blog www.canavbooks.
wordpress.com You’ll be especially amazed 
by scrolling back into the depths of our blog 
archives. What else? (1) Email if you’d like 
CANAV’s miscellaneous list of fantastic new 
& used books. (2) Shipping 2 or more books 
in Canada now is $24 flat rate – a good deal 
for the serious reader. Shipping info p.6, all 
prices in CAD$ (3) Decoding the list: if you 
see 2 prices, pay price in bold, pp pages, hc 
hardcover, sc softcover, biblio bibliography, 
gloss glossary, chron chronology, app’x 
appendix. (5) Let me know if you prefer not 
to be on the CANAV list. Thanks as usual 
for keeping up your interest in real books 
and supporting CANAV. Larry Milberry, 
Publisher larry@canavbooks.com

Hello to our loyal readership and welcome 
to all new followers, Here’s our revamped 
booklist, so see what’s here to help you enjoy 
the fine months ahead. What’s new? For 
RCAF fans, check out Cold War Fighters: 
Canadian Aircraft Procurement 1945-1954. 

CANAV’S FAMOUS TITLES

The Canadair North Star  
Milberry. One of the all-time best-
reviewed aviation books. The 
world is down to a single North Star 
and a few lovely new copies of the 
book remain. Here’s the low-down 
about this beautiful propliner in a 
book described as the model for 
airplane type histories. Canada’s 
first airliner from conception 
through a colourful career. 100s of 
photos, glorious artwork, foldouts, 
app’x, index, etc. 252 pp, hc. 
$40.00 A (Lately, the UK’s revered 
publication “The Aeroplane” used 
our book as the basis for its North 
Star “Database” special.)

The Canadair Sabre Milberry. 
The Canadian-built Sabre with 
the RCAF, RAF, USAF, Luftwaffe, 
etc. Noted Air Fan, “The aviation 
literary event of the year.” Air 
International: “There seems scant 
prospect of a better history.” 
Greece’s aviation monthly Ptisi: 
“A real oasis for F-86 fans and 
anyone interested in the Golden 
Years of the 1950s-60s.” 372pp, 

hc, 600+ photos, prod’n & accident 
lists, maps, index, etc. Spectacular 
book at a very special price: 
Canada $40.00 all-in, USA $45.00 
all-in, Int’l $65.00 all-in 

Wilf White Propliner Collection 
Milberry You’ll revel in this beauty 
created from the files of a great 
photographer. DC-4, ‘6 & ‘7 through 
the Constellations, Britannia, C-97, 
C-124, Electra, Tudor, Viscount, etc. 
BOAC to CPA, Flying Tiger, KLM, 
Pan Am, RCAF, TCA, USAF. Writes 
Airways The Global Review of 
Commercial Flight: “Milberry’s 
treatment of his subject is personal 
and meticulous, the photo selection 
is … evocative, the captions 
knowledgeable and informative 
... thoroughly enjoyable.” Adds 
Aircraft Illustrated, “Genuinely 
merits the title ‘Book of the 
Month’ … beautifully produced … 
confidently recommended”. Get 
yours! 176pp, lf, sc, glos, biblio, 
index. $40.00 Special $25.00 A 

Leslie Corness Propliner 
Collection Milberry. 350 rare b/w 
& colour photos. From boyhood 

days in Edmonton, Leslie works 
on the DEW Line where he’s in 
“aviation heaven”, then in the 
UK, etc. You’ll be amazed at his 
DEW Line Kodachromes – C-46s, 
C-124s, DC-3s, DC-4s, Yorks, etc. 
Other subjects? Bristol Freighter, 
Beverley, CL-44, DC-7C, Super 
Connie, B-17, Lancaster, Mars, 
Stranraer. Notes John Wegg of 
Airways: “A photo album with 
style and intelligence ... to be 
savoured.” You’ll love it! 160pp, 
lf, sc, glos, biblio, index. $40.00 
Special $25.00 A (both Propliners 
now $40.00 A)

Air Transport in Canada  
by Larry Milberry. Canada’s 
grandest aviation history title and 
here’s a huge offer for a set. 
2 volumes, 5kg, 1040 pages. 
Aviation author Chris Buckley 
recently called it “one of the most 
stupendous and lavish aviation 
books ever produced”. Covers 
pioneer days from 1919 to TCA & 
CPA, the CAF/RCAF from 1920 
to modern transport operations 
around the world, the postwar 
airlines: EPA, MCA, Nordair, 

PWA, QCA, Quebecair, Transair, 
etc., the DEW Line, SAR, aerial 
survey, Canada’s airliners from 
North Star to Q400, helicopters, 
government & corporate av’n. 
Also has the largest gallery of 
commissioned Canadian aviation 
art. The reviews? “These volumes 
are possibly the world’s most 
inclusive ever devoted to aviation 
history.” (Airways: The Global 
Review of Commercial Flight) 
“The Oshkosh of aviation books.” 
(Aerographics). “Impressive! The 
word is sometimes misapplied to a 
book that is merely interesting, but 
for these two volumes, it may well 
be an understatement.” (Montreal 
Gazette). 53 chapters, 2 volumes, 
hardcover, 800,000+ words, more 
than 3500 photos, maps, gloss, 
biblio, app’x, index. Sticker price? 
$155.00. Special price all-in? 
(shipping & tax incl.) CAD$65.00 
Canadian orders, CAD$80.00 
USA, CAD$160.00 overseas 
(surface mail). Drop a note if 
any questions larry@canavbooks.
com. See more reviews, opinion 
pieces and reader comments at 
www.canavbooks.wordpress.com
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Canada’s Air Force at War 
and Peace, Vol. 1  Milberry. An 
irresistible offer for any aviation fan! 
World class books and that’s not a 
cliché! CAFWP + Sixty Years are 
the only RCAF general histories in 
print in 2023. In September 2000 
Britain’s Scale Aviation Modeller 
International selected CAFWP 
Vol.1 as its “Book of the Month”: 
“This is a book that truly deserves 
the ‘must have’ title... one that all 
RCAF and Canadian aviation fans 
will want.” Writes Airforce: “...the 
most comprehensive history of 
Canada’s air force ever produced.” 
Canadian Flight: “the grand-daddy 
of all Christmas presents for air 
force vets.” Begins in 1914 with 
the feeble Canadian Av’n Corps, 
moves to Canadians in the RFC/
RNAS/RAF. Ch.1? More than 
30,000 words: fighters, bombers, 
coastal patrol, training. Ch.2? 
Interwar years. CAF/RCAF from its 
start in training, photo, surveying, 
fisheries & sovereignty, treaty & 
training flights. The RCAF grows 
more military. Photos? From HS-2L 
to Atlas, Hurricane. Ch.3? Home 
front 1939-45. 230 photos. BCATP, 
home defence, domestic transport, 
industry. Day Fighters 1939-45 - 
No.1 Sqn in the Battle of Britain, 
D-Day, the march through Europe, 
Far East, etc. Vol.1 296 pp, 700 
photos, 200,000 words, 9x12 lf, hc, 
glos, biblio, index. A bargain at its 
original $69.50 Spec. $20.00 A 

Canada’s Air Force at War and 
Peace, Vol. 2 Completes 1939-45. 
Ch.1&2 -- night fighters, intruders, 
medium bombers. Canadians on 
Defiants, Beaufighters, Mosquitos. 
Ch.3 - Bomber Command, 
Canadians on RAF sqns, the 
first RCAF sqns on Hampdens & 
Wellingtons. Ch.3 -- the bombing 
campaign. If CAFWP has a brutal 
chapter, this is it - 10,000 young 
Canadians die on bombers. Chief 
sources are 6 Group records & 
diaries, logs & albums of the men 
who were there. Ch.4 - Coastal 
Command on Liberators, etc. 
Spec. coverage of 422 & 423 Sqns 
(Sunderlands). Ch.5 -- transport 
with more of the Norseman, 
Dakota, Fortress, etc. War art + 
awards, & decorations complete 
Vol.2: 256pp, 600 photos, 180,000 
words, 9x12 lf, hc, glos, biblio, 
index. $69.50 $20.00 A  

Canada’s Air Force at War 
and Peace, Vol. 3  First book 
dedicated to the postwar RCAF. 
Beginning with late 1945 you’ll see 
how Canada disposes of 1000s of 
aircraft. Next? The built-up to Korea 
& the Cold War with Vampires, 
Sabres, CF-100s; North Stars, 
C-119s; Lancasters, Neptunes, 
Argus; Harvards, T-33s. R&D, 
CF-105. 100s of photos from the 
1950s-70s. Air Pictorial: “Milberry 
has excelled in this volume by 
combining riveting personal 
experiences from air & ground 
crews with an unrivalled selection 

of illustrations... rarely does a book 
so handsomely exceed the most 
sanguine expectations ...” Adds 
reader Bernie Pregler: “I started 
reading Vol.3 and was reminded of 
W.B. Yeats poem -- ‘When you are 
old and gray and nodding by the 
fire, take down this book and read 
-- and dream...’” 520pp, 1500+ 
photos, 250,000 words, 9x12 lf, hc, 
glos, biblio, index. $85.00 $25.00 
A *All 3 vols. in Canada $75.00 
all-in delivered to your door! 
(USA orders CAD$90.00 all-in, 
overseas CAD$180.00 all-in 
surface mail.) 

Aviation in Canada: Fighter 
Pilots and Observers 1915-
1939 Milberry & Halliday. Honours 
Canada’s WWI airmen & aircraft. 
Covers training, then the deadly 
skies overseas. The brave airmen, 
the famous scouts (Nieuport, 
Camel, D.VII, etc.) & 2-seaters 
and how they fared. Harrowing 
deeds dredged from combat 
reports, letters, diaries, etc. Also 
… Canadians fighting postwar in 
Russia’s civil war, our pioneer bush 
pilots + the birth of the RCAF. Rusty 
combat skills are revived as the 
RCAF acquires the Siskin & Atlas. 
Depression years, then WWII 
looms, the RCAF modernizes, 
Canada manufactures its first 
fighters. Never have so many 
photos from the times been so 
impressively presented in any 
Canadian book. “FPO” is in the 
“must have” league for any aviation 
reader. An impressive gift! 184pp, 
hc, lf, gloss, biblio, index. $50.00 A 

Aviation in Canada: The 
CAE Story Milberry. One of the 
publisher’s all time favourites, 
few comparable industry books 
ever have been done. One of 
Canada’s widest-ranging aviation 
histories, a true delight! Founded 
in 1947, CAE begins with CF-100, 
Argus & CF-104 “flight sims”, then 
tackles everything from consumer 
products to radar station contracts, 
overhauls C-119s, F-84s, 
Viscounts, and manufactures 
L-1011 & C-135 components. 
CAE profits in forestry, flops with 
bushplanes and some acquisitions, 
makes auto parts, and designs 
control systems for power stations 
& naval vessels. It designs the 
robotic hand controller for the 
Canadarm orbiting today on the 
ISS. This spectacular book brings 
you to the present with CAE owing 
the lion’s share of the commercial 
flight sim market, while producing 
visual & motion systems, and 
running flight schools & sim centres 
worldwide. The CAE Story honours 
the company’s great pioneers 
+ its generations of employees. 
CAE’s late CEO, the renowned 
Douglas Reekie, commented, 
“You deserve a great deal of credit 
for undertaking this task and for 
doing it so well. There should be a 
medal for your for perseverance.” 
Former Commander of Canada’s 
air force, General W.K. Carr, DFC, 

put it in his famously no-nonsense 
way: “The book is fantastic”! More 
at www.canavbooks.wordpress.
com 392 pp, hc, lf, 100s of photos, 
gloss, biblio, index. Sticker price, 
CAD $65++ HOWEVER special 
all-in CAD$55 anywhere in 
Canada, US$60 USA, CAD$100 
international (surface mail only). 
Use PayPal to larry@canavbooks.com

Aviation in Canada: The 
Pioneer Decades Milberry Vol.1 of 
our series. From ballooning in the 
1840s to the Silver Dart in 1909. 
The first great air meets, Canada 
in WWI with its death & glory, the 
birth of an aviation industry, etc. “A 
treasure for anyone with an interest 
in Canada’s wonderful heritage in 
the air,” says Air Force Magazine. 
Aviation News comments: “The 
... story is well written and easy 
to follow, logically connecting the 
images with the text – not always 
the case with history books.” 300 
b/w & colour photos. 176pp, hc, 
lf, photos, gloss, biblio. $50.00 
Special $25.00 A  

Aviation in Canada: The 
Formative Years Milberry. How 
it all began here. Barnstorming, 
bush flying, Canada’s first airlines, 
airmail, the great trans-Atlantic 
flights, drama in bush & tundra. 
450 photos. Writes Bob Merrick 
in COPA Flight: “... a formidable 
addition to our ... knowledge of 
how important aviation has been 
to Canada’s development ... a 
first-rate, exciting chronicle.” 
Says Britain’s Aircraft Magazine, 
“Authoritative -- Larry Milberry is 
your guarantee here -- readable, 
well-produced”. 223pp, hc, lf, 
gloss, biblio, index. $50.00 A

Aviation in Canada: Evolution 
of an Air Force Milberry. One of 
the finest ever RCAF histories. 
From 1920 the CAF/RCAF 
struggles with its raison d’être, 
endures the Depression, then 
blossoms with WWII, training more 
than 100,000 aircrew, protecting 
Atlantic convoys, etc. Is the book 
any good? George Sweanor , the 
famous late “Scribe” of 971 RCAF 
Air Marshal Slemon Wing, Air Force 
Association of Canada, writes: 
“It’s amazing how much Larry has 
squeezed into it... Go buy your own 
copy. You will not regret it.” 336pp, 
800 photos, hc, lf, photos, gloss, 
biblio, index. $55.00 A

Aviation in Canada: Bombing 
and Coastal Operations 
Overseas 1939-1945  Milberry. 
Yet another gem of an RCAF 
book! All the action re. Canadians 
in Bomber Command, Coastal 
Command and on misc. similar 
duties. The great aircraft & 
squadrons. From Anson to 
Whitley, Beaufort, Sunderland, 
Lancaster, etc. Many personal 
profiles. A fantastic tribute to a 
great generation in the RCAF, 
exactly what CANAV’s critical 

readers demand. 272pp, 600 
photos, hc, lf, photos, gloss, 
biblio, index. $55.00 A 

Aviation in Canada: The 
Noorduyn Norseman, Vol.1 
Milberry and Halliday. Here is one of 
the world’s most in-depth airplane 
“bios”. From early years in design 
to WWII. The transition to peace as 
the Norseman makes itself useful 
with bush, coast and Arctic. Writes 
Scale Aviation Modeller: “Packed 
with the kind of photographic 
material you won’t find on the 
internet … well-researched and 
comprehensive.” Our readers add: 
“I like the weaving of anecdotes 
with the narrative.” “What airplane 
fan couldn’t love it! I’m straining at 
the chocks for the next installment. 
An old-time northern pilot puts 
it this way: “The hi-lite of my 
Christmas was the arrival of your 
magnificent Norseman Vol. I … I 
am absorbing every millimeter of 
it!” See our blog for more reviews 
23pp, hc, lf, 450+ photos, gloss, 
biblio, index. $50.00 A 

Aviation in Canada: The 
Noorduyn Norseman, Vol.2 
Milberry. The Norseman in Canada 
& around the world from war’s end 
to the present. From Newfoundland 
to BC, Alaska, Norway, New 
Guinea, Australia, Latin America, 
etc. How one Canadian bushplane 
made its mark across 9 decades. 
Spectacular presentation with 650 
colour and b/w photos – exactly 
what you’d expect from CANAV. 
Historian Pierre Gillard notes: 
“As always, reading the works 
of CANAV Books, one wonders 
how it is possible to collect so 
many unpublished photographic 
documents… With these two 
volumes about the Norduyn 
Norseman [the authors] definitely 
have filled a historic void …” 304pp, 
hc, lf, gloss, biblio, index. $65.00 A

Fighter Squadron: 441 
Squadron from Hurricanes to 
Hornets Milberry. Another huge 
deal! Sets the gold standard for 
sqn books. Begins with flying 
in Newfoundland’s finest winter 
weather. Spitfire ops in the UK, 
France. Kills, losses. Postwar: 
Vampires, F-86, recce CF-104s to 
1986. The Hornet years -- NORAD, 
“Willy Tell”, Aviano, etc. Honours 
everyone in the air combat world 
– you don’t have to be ex-441 to 
love this book! Combat Aircraft 
comment about this genre: “They 
are intrinsically difficult to write 
... the overriding need is to get 
the right balance... [Fighter 
Squadron] has achieved the 
elusive balance … Everything 
about this volume has the feeling 
of authority and authenticity.” 
320pp, hc lf, 700+ photos, biblio, 
index. $75.00++ Now? Canada 
$40.00 all-in, USA $45.00 all-in, 
Int’l $65.00 all-in
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Sixty Years: The RCAF and 
CF Air Command 1924-1984  
Milberry. Your chance for an 
autographed copy! The best ever 
single-source RCAF history book. 
More than 20,000 RCAF fans have 
their copies. Early days, interwar, 
WWII, postwar to modern. 800+ 
photos, 95 lovely, hand-painted 
colour profiles. Notes Aircraft 
Illustrated: “One of those all-too 
rare aviation books ... a delight 
to read and a joy to possess ... 
superbly produced and printed 
and is likely to become a classic 
collectors’ item ... a masterpiece.” 
The prophesy has come true! 480 
pp, lf, hc, app’x, chron, index. 
$60.00 so a bargain at $50.00 A 
 

The Bremen Fred Hotson’s 
award-winning history covering 
the first non-stop E-W airplane 
crossing of the Atlantic. Writes the 
AAHS, “There are many books 
dealing with pioneer ocean flying, 
but only a very small number can 
be classified as important. This 
book belongs in that select group.” 
From the drama to the humour of 
this amazing venture – it’s a beauty 
and you’ll love it! Photos, fold-out 
map, 3-views. 224pp, hc. $22.50 B

Canada’s Air Forces on 
Exchange Milberry. Canadians 
on duty with foreign air arms – 
talk about exciting subject matter! 
From Barker, VC, on patrol in Iraq 
in 1925, to Canadians flying such 
interwar types as the Singapore 
& Gauntlet to post-WWII UK 
exchanges on the Meteor, Lightning, 
Shackleton, Comet, etc. In the 
US on the WB-47, F-104, F-105, 
F-106, C-97, C-17 + exchanges 
in Australia, Germany, Norway, 
Venezuela. You’ll be astounded at 
the adventures, everything from 
ditching in a Hastings to ejecting 
from an F-105 and a Canberra! 
Writes Bob Merrick in COPA Flight: 
“Truly an enlightening book ... Those 
pondering the ideal Christmas gift 
for your local Fireside Aviator need 
look no farther.” 320pp, hc, lf, 400 
b/w & colour photos, lists, gloss, 
biblio, index. $50.00 $40.00 A

NEW AND REVIVED 

  
Mons to Mali W/C Andy Thomas’ 

wonderful new book covering dozens 
of RAF and Commonwealth airmen 
and their amazing adventures since 
1914. Includes Canada’s CF-18s in 
Gulf War I. A solid effort! 192 pages, 
hard cover, photos, biblio, index. 
$39.95, $35.00 B

 Harvard: The North American 
Trainers in Canada Fletcher & 
MacPhail. First in-depth look at the 
military & civil Harvard in Canada, 
every aspect is covered. Massive, 
authoritative, readable text. A 
book to please any aviation buff. 
Beautifully produced, original ed’n. 
208 pp, 400+ photos, C-profiles, 
detailed 5-views, lf, hc, app’x 
covering 2000+ Harvards & Yales, 
index. $45.00 A

Bombs and Barbed Wire: 
Stories of Acadian Airmen and 
Prisoners of War 1939-1945 Ron 
Cormiers. Wonderful new slant on 
the RCAF and Canadian Army in 
WWII. All new subject matter and 
solid, in-depth profiles of airmen 
& soldiers from various units. Incl. 
Henri Dubé of 425 Sqn executed 
on his capture + the horrors of 
being a prisoner of the Japanese. 
Exceptional book. 200pp, photos, 
maps, index. $19.95 $18.50 B

The Endless Battle: The Fall 
of Hong Kong and Canadian 
POWs in Imperial Japan Andy 
Flanaagan 210pp, photos, maps, 
app’x, index. A fresh new look at 
this important Canadian history. 
Many personal accounts, the 
horrors of it all. The battle for Hong 
Kong, the horrors of Japan’s POW 
camps, then the postwar aftermath 
… all are detailed. A tough but 
enlightening read. $18.95 $17.50 B

Dangerous Enemy Sympathizers: 
Canadian Internment Camp B, 
1940-1945 Andrew Theobald’s 
in-depth study about “suspicious” 
German and Austrian refugees from 
the UK, plus homegrown fascists, 
German and Italian Canadians, and 
captured enemy merchant seaman 
all incarcerated in a New Brunswick 
camp. Much of daily life, conditions 
(compare with the Japanese 
camps), escapes, etc. How such 
camps influenced postwar Ottawa 
immigration policy, etc. Very solid, 
fascinating Canadiana. 180pp, 
photos, maps, dias, biblio, index. 
$18.95 $17.50 B 

The North Star: Canada and the 
Civil War Plots Against Lincoln 
Julian Sher Riveting account 
of the many ways Canadians 
were involved the US  Civil War. 
Although Canada harboured many 
escaped slaves, there’s a darker 
role that it played in supporting the 
South and fomenting plots against 
Lincoln. Spotlights such figures as 
Quebecer E.P. Doherty, who led 
the hunt for Lincoln’s assassin. 
Montreal as a hub for assassins, 
money-men, mercenaries and 
US deserters, Toronto as one for 
plotters & gun-runners. Talk about 
a real thriller! 480pp, hc, ill., $38.00 
$36.50 B

Blood and Ruins: The Last 
Imperial War, 1931-1945 Richard 
Overy recasts how we view WWII, 
its origins & aftermath. As one of 
Britain’s most respected WW II 
historians, he paints WWII as the 
“last imperial war”. The long lead-
up of imperial expansion peaks 
with the territorial ambitions of Italy, 
Germany and Japan in the 1930s/
early ‘40s, before everything 
descends into the costliest war 
in human history. Overy argues 
for a more global perspective on 
the war & explains its bitter costs 
& level of atrocity marking it & its 
protracted aftermath. He compels 
us to view the war differently. 
1040pp, sc, photos, maps, biblio, 
index. $41.00 A

Dark Ambition Vivid account 
of how a Canadian aviation heir 
murdered 3 people, even his own 
father, Millardair kingpin Wayne 
Millard. You’ll recall how they began 
in 2013 by killing Tim Bosma for his 
truck, then incinerating him. Having 
attended the gruelling Hamilton 
trial, journalist Ann Brocklehurst 
provides a compelling look at how 
detectives, lawyers, journalists and 
online sleuths work & interact. She 
asks, “What makes someone who 
seemingly has everything turn to 
evil deeds?” If you enjoyed our 
in-depth history of Millardair in Air 
Transport in Canada and Dennis 
Chadala’s Millardair and Me, this 
gruesome tale will fascinate and 
entertain you. $19.95 $18.50 B

White School Black Memories 
MWO John Barnes. Detailed, 
graphic history of the modern 
Canadian soldier. Immensely 
readable, eye-opening. His career 
c.1980 into the 2010s. Early life, 
all the details of training in a very 
tough back then Canadian Army. A 
soldier’s many postings. Exercises 
from the divisional “Rendezvous” 
to Norway with NATO. Barne’s 
postings to Cyprus and Croatia/
Bosnia, how his promotions 
evolved. Much of Afghanistan, 
Canada’s huge effort there. The 
losses (ambushes, IEDs, Battle 
of Medusa). Life in outposts, the 
poppy fields, a populace in the 
grip of the Taliban, the horrors of 
friendly fire (Barne’s company is 
hit by an A-10), somber ramp & 
escort duties, war correspondents, 
politics in an ordinary soldier’s 
life + leave/family life. Suicide 
bombers, collateral damage, 
PTSD. Much about equipment 
e.g. Canada’s indispensible “LAV” 
vs the G-Wagon. Any devotee of 
Canada’s military heritage revel in 
this authoritative book. 398pp, sc, 
photos. $23.50 B

Appel: A Canadian in the 
French Foreign Legion Well-
written adventures of a young 
Canadian in this legendary fighting 
arm. Joel Struthers spends 6 
years training and on deployment 
in the 1990s. Notes the publisher: 
“Told through the eyes of a soldier 
and interspersed with humorous 
anecdotes, Appel debunks myths 
about the French Foreign Legion”. 
The story from recruitment, 
through tough training to advanced 
courses in mountain, airborne and 
seaborne warfare, finally to ops in 
former French colonies from Chad 
to Congo. Struthers survives the 
seemingly impossible FFL learning 
curve, hanging in no matter 
how tough His service over, he 
becomes a helicopter pilot. An ace 
of a read! 250 pages, sc, photos, 
maps, gloss, notes, index. $26.50 
B (Complements WSBM, both 
$48.00 A)
 

Tim’s Story: A Canadian 
Airman in World War Outstanding 
new look at Canada in the air war 
1939-45. Tim Carlon’s youth in 
Montreal, training in the BCATP 

& flying duties with 405 Sqn in 
Yorkshire. His Halifax is badly 
mauled by flak, his skipper 
wounded. Tim guides their 
disabled Halifax home, where the 
pilot recovers & lands. Later the 
same crew is shot down by an 
Me.110. Then come 26 months 
for Tim as a POW. Much of life as 
a kriege “behind the wire”. Tim’s 
failed escape attempt & eventual 
liberation. Postwar he re-enters 
civil society, but dies as a young 
man. Well written & documented, 
one of the best such histories. 
140pp, 8x8.5 format, softcover, 
photos, war art, maps, detailed 
notes, biblio, index. $36.50 B

Scandalous Conduct: Canadian 
Officer Courts Martial 1914-
45 Matthew Barrett’s study 
of this fascinating topic. How 
Canadian officers ran afoul 
of military justice over the 
decades. Honour as a military 
cornerstone then how the system 
gets dishonoured. The forms of 
punishment from imprisonment 
to cashiering to execution. Ill 
deeds from “cowardice” to shell 
shock, desertion, manslaughter, 
disobeying orders, drunkenness, 
immorality. 262pp, sc, photos, 
notes, biblio, index. $32.50 $27.50 B

NORAD In Perpetuity and 
Beyond Charron & Fergusson 
NORAD has undergone big 
changes since 2006, when 
it assumed a new maritime 
warning mission and the NORAD 
Agreement was signed in 
perpetuity. NORAD’s background 
(1950s, 9/11, etc.) + recent 
history, tech + command & control 
innovations midst great threats. 
Solid evaluation of NORAD’s 
options, the tech & organizational 
solutions needed to defend NAm 
in future. 208 pp, 9 maps, notes, 
gloss, app’x, index $37.95 B 

Cold War Fighters” Canadian 
Aircraft Procurement 1945-54 
Wakelam. The inside story of the 
RCAF in early post-WWII years. 
Details everything about how the 
RCAF evaluated its first jets then 
re-equipped its fighter sqns with 
Vampires and Mustangs. Evolution 
of the CF-100, how the Sabre 
found its place, then the Arrow’s 
rise and fall. The political, industrial 
and military side of it all. Nicely 
complements other RCAF histories 
in your home library. 190 pages, 
sc, photos, index. $32.50 B

Canada and the Cold War 
Whitaker & Hewitt. Canada’s 
involvement since 1945. All the key 
aspects and events -- the defection 
in Ottawa of Gouzenko, the 
Marshall Plan in Europe, the rise 
of NATO and NORAD. Canada’s 
kingpins from Mackenzie King 
to Louis St. Laurent and Lester 
Pearson, “Dief”, into the Trudeau 
era. Canada-US politics from FDR 
to “Ike”, JFK. Korean & Vietnam 
wars. Roles of many groups 
from the RCMP to Canada’s 
Communists, the FBI/CIA. 
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Technology: The DEW Line, 
CF-100, nuclear weapons, etc. 
Canada in peacekeeping, the 
Cuban missile, Quebec and the 
anti-war crises. Mao, Gorbachev, 
Mulroney, Reagan. Detailed, wide-
ranging. 254 pages, lf, sc, photos, 
chron, biblio, index. $29.95 $27.50 A

Adventures from the Coldest 
Part of the Cold War: A Dew 
Liner’s Memoirs, 1960-1963 At 
age 19, Brian Jeffrey signs on for 
a stint as a radar tech, then heads 
into the unknown at a remote DEW 
Line site 1800 miles north of home. 
All the technical info about a DEW 
Line station, etc. Much about daily 
life – the base, food, recreation, 
interactions, isolation, psychology. 
All very well related by someone 
who was there. In 2018 Brian 
revisits his old haunt at Hall Beach, 
Nunavut to tour today’s North 
Warning System. A nifty ending! 
116 pages, sc, photos. $16.50 B

The Secret History of Soldiers: 
How Canadians Survived the 
Great War Tim Cook’s “must read” 
history. Death and survival in the 
trenches 1914-18. The flap copy 
notes how the book’s immense 
details “come from the soldiers 
themselves, mined from the letters, 
diaries, memoirs and oral accounts 
of more than 500 combatants”. 
A serious reader couldn’t ask for 
more. Notes the Toronto Star, it’s 
“a reminder … that humans are 
resilient, capable of enduring the 
most harrowing experiences”. 
472pp, sc, photos, notes, biblio, 
index. $25.00 $23.50 A (Barne’s 
WSBM + Secret History $45.00 A)

The Fight for History: 75 Years 
of Forgetting, Remembering and 
Remaking Canada’s Second 
World War Cook. How Canadians 
framed, then, reframed these 
processes over the decades, e.g., 
how Canada’s losses at Hong 
Kong, Dieppe, etc., became focal 
points at the expense of victory 
in the Battle of the Atlantic, the 
bombing campaign, D-Day, etc. 
Cook puts it into perspective. 
Such chapter heads as “Why We 
Fought”, “Failing to Tell Our Story” 
& “Apology Campaigns”. Readers 
will be grateful to Tim Cook for 
this one. 504pp, hc, photos, notes, 
index. $35.00 $32.50 B

Janusz Zurakowski – Not Only 
about Flying Life story of the great 
Arrow test pilot from boyhood, 
education and early years. With the 
fall of Poland in 1939, he escapes 
to the UK. RAF/Polish Hurricane 
squadrons in the Battle of Britain 
excel. Postwar, Janusz is a test 
pilot at Gloster (Meteor & Javelin), 
then in Canada. He flies the CF-
100 extensively, then adds to his 
renown, making the first flight of 
the CF-105 Arrow, but that project 
ends early. The book finishes with 
“Zura’s” post-Avro years. Superb 
history, down to earth. 224 pp, sc, 
photos. $25.00 B 

The Quick and the Dead: The 
Perils of Post-War Test Flying 
The great W.A. “Bill” Waterton’s 
story. A Canadian in the RAF, he 
flies Hurricanes in 1940 (242 Sqn), 
is injured, then excels postwar in 
R&D, air displays & speed records, 
in Canada makes the first flight of 
the CF-100. His fascinating tale of 
Avro Canada helps round out this 
great story. He returns to Gloster, 
but a Javelin crash ends his flying 
days; then his outspokenness 
leads to his further demise. He 
retires to Canada, writes this 
remarkable book and dies in 2006. 
An exceptional story. 200pp, hc, 
photos. $24.95 $21.50 B (“Zura” 
and Waterton both $43.50 A)

Who Killed the Avro Arrow 
Chris Gainor’s enlightening 
overview of this major story. From 
the birth of Avro Canada in 1945 
through the CF-100 & Jetliner 
to the Arrow. Industry, politics, 
defence all are intertwined. How 
the Arrow evolved technically, 
flew and developed. How Sputnik 
messed up its rollout. Test flight 
progress, then, Ottawa steps in & 
cancellation ensues. Much about 
the aftermath. Gainor debunks 
most of the ridiculous Arrow myths. 
256pp, sc, photos. $18.50 B

Battle of the Atlantic: 
Gauntlet to Victory Ted Barris’ 
important  history. Cites the 
publisher: “Canada’s longest 
continuous military engagement 
of the Second World War, lasted 
2074 days, claiming the lives of 
more than 4000 men and women 
in the Royal Canadian Navy, the 
Royal Canadian Air Force and the 
Canadian merchant navy.” German 
U-boats and surface ships ravage 
Allied convoys, most of which are 
escorted by the RCN and RCAF. 
The enemy almost succeeds. 
Barris explains how the RCN had 
gone to war with 13 warships and 
3500 servicemen, then grew to 400 
fighting ships and 100,000 sailors. 
By V-E Day the RCN is the world’s 
4th largest navy. A top read! 510pp, 
hc, photos, notes, biblio, index. 
$37.00 $34.50 A 

Battlefields in the Air: 
Canadians in the Allied Bomber 
Command McCaffery. A key WWII 
story. Many aircrew profiles, most 
being ordinary airmen. All the 
bombers -- Hampden, Wellington, 
Halifax, Lancaster, etc. An 
airman’s tour from ordinary affairs 
to nightmares (night fighters, flak, 
sudden death, etc). Battle of the 
Ruhr, special ops. Solid, in-depth. 
196pp, hc, photos, index, biblio. 
$29.95, $26.50 B

Hell Island: The 1942 Air 
Battle for Malta McCaffery. The 
siege of Malta in 1942, where 
Canadians fought and died in the 
air – Buzz Beurling, Garth Horricks, 
Bob Middlemiss, etc. Hurricanes 
and Spitfires against impossible 

enemy odds + the ordeals on the 
ground. 214 pp, hc, photos, biblio, 
index. $29.95, $26.50 B

An Arctic Man: The Classic 
Account of Sixty-Five Years in 
Canada’s North Quintessential book 
about Canada’s Arctic by Ernie Lyle, 
who spent from the 1920s in the Arctic 
trading & trapping. He becomes a 
legend. So close was he to the people 
that he formally was made an Eskimo. 
Read Arctic Man and you’ll take a 
second look at Ottawa’s and the 
media’s one-sided propaganda views 
about residential schools, resource 
development, etc.). Much about daily 
life, business, education, healthcare, 
transportation, HBC and RCMP. You’ll 
regret coming to the last page. 220 
pages, sc, photos, map. $19.50 B

The Company: The Rise and 
Fall of the Hudson’s Bay Empire 
Bown. Winner of Canada’s 2021 
National Business Book Award. 
Essential reading for anyone 
enjoying top Canadian history. 
The HBC’s from fur trading days 
in 1670. Its impact over 350 years 
– for better and worse. An in-
depth “must read” for any serious 
Canadian history fan. 486pp, sc, 
maps, photos, notes, biblio, index. 
$24.95 $21.50 B (HBC + Arctic 
Man $38.50 A)

411 City of North York 
Squadron History Blatchford 
& McClenaghan. All the RCAF 
squadron histories over the 
decades are essential for serious 
fans. One of the best is 411 Sqn’s. 
It’s a gem, in the class as the 424 
and 426 books. 411 from wartime 
years (Spitfires), then the postwar 
years (Harvards, Vampires, 
Sabres, Expeditors Otters, Kiowas. 
Experienced 411 pilots, the authors 
leave no stone unturned. 194 
pages, hardcover, 100s of \ photos, 
map, detailed appendix. This is 
the model for any RCAF squadron 
history. $42.50 A 

Abandoned Military Installations 
of Canada Here it is – Paul Ozorak’s 
Vol.4 in his detailed, authoritative 
coverage of this important aspect 
of Canadian history. Vol.4 covers 
bases in Western and Northern 
Canada. Starts with key updates 
for V.1 - 3, then deals very carefully 
with dozens of RCAF/BCATP/
NORAD and other bases from 
Alliford Bay and Alsask to Churchill, 
Dauphin, Masset, Medicine Hat, 
Tofino, Vulcan, Whitehorse and 
Yorkton. Massive treatment. 624 
pages, softcover, photos, biblio, 
36-page index. A real bargain for 
the aficionados at $45.00 B

War Junk The disposal of 
Canada’s military materiel at 
war’s end 1945. You’ve seen this 
covered in such CANAV titles 
as CAFWP, Vol.3, but this is the 
detailed “gen”. What became of the 
survivors of the 16,000 airplanes, 
800 ships and 800,000 vehicles 
built by Canada in WWII? Says 
the publisher: “Alex Souchen 

provides a definitive account of 
the disposal crisis triggered by 
Allied victory … how Canadian 
policymakers implemented a 
disposal strategy that facilitated 
postwar reconstruction. Canadians 
responded to the unprecedented 
divestment of public property by 
reusing and recycling military 
surpluses to improve their postwar 
lives.” 304pp, sc, photos, index. 
$37.50 $34.50 B

In the Company of Sisters: 
Canada’s Women in the War 
Zone 1915-1919 Dianne Graves’ 
superb history of Canadian nurses, 
war artists, entertainers, activists, 
etc. at work within range of German 
artillery & air raids on the Western 
Front & Russian civil war. In nursing 
alone they comfort & save 1000s of 
soldiers, and died when the shells 
begin to fall. Says the publisher, 
“Their legacy to future generations 
was one of selfless and positive 
action that remains an inspiration 
to this day.” A very special book. 
384pp, sc, photos, index. $27.95 
$24.50 B

The Great Influenza: The 
Story of the Deadliest Pandemic 
in History John M. Barry’s 
essential book covering the 1918-
19 pandemic – “the Spanish Flu”. 
How the virus arose in the US, 
then was exported to Europe & 
around the world travelling via US 
and British troopships. Clarifies 
101 questions. How the virus was 
confronted (many comparisons 
with 2020-22), e.g., politicos & 
deniers brushing off science and 
medicine. Sound familiar? How the 
disease influenced the outcome of 
WWI. Make your own comparisons 
with Covid. 546pp, sc, notes, biblio, 
index. $25.00 $21.50 B

Malta Spitfire: The Diary of 
an Ace Fighter Pilot Canadian 
ace “Buzz” Beurling’s story of the 
WWII siege of Malta told by himself 
and the great Leslie Roberts. From 
learning to fly in Montreal to his 
legendary career in one of WWII’s 
great aerial battles. Spitfires vs 
Me.109s, etc. Latest edition with 
input from Malta air war historian, 
Chris Shores. Essential WWII 
Canadiana. 240pp, sc, photos, 
ill. $18.95 $17.50 B (both Malta 
books $33.50 A)

Canada’s Little War: Fighting 
for the British Empire in 
Southern Africa 1899-1902 
Miller. A beautifully-proced gem of 
a book. 7000 Canadians fight in 
a war where scorched earth and 
concentration camps are normal. 
Key battles, social & political 
background Says the flap copy: 
“The Boer War [left] Canadians 
with a stronger and deeper sense 
of themselves as a nation at 
the dawn on the 20th Century.” 
96 pp, lf, hc, biblio, index, 120 
photos, artwork. $29.99 $26.50 B
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Wrench in the Wings Sam 
Longo’s busy, productive career on 
the technical side of aviation. An 
early aviation engineering graduate 
from Toronto’s Centennial College, 
he works far and wide, maintaining 
everything from DC-3s to Electras 
and Twin Otters. He has but 3 
words for the Twin Otter– “Simple, 
rugged and reliable.” His years in 
the bush & Arctic, at De Havilland 
Canada & Air Canada, so you’ll 
be learning a lot about anything 
from the Dash 7 to the DC-8, 
L-1010 &747. Sam even has a 
few comments about his favourite 
aviation book, Fate is the Hunter! 
234pp, sc. Autographed copies 
$24.50 B

Fate Is the Hunter Ernie 
Gann’s bio begins with his early 
years searching for a career, then 
he finds aviation. He describes it all 
in his edge-of-your-seat style. He 
learns the ropes, but eats a lot of 
crow, as his seniors exude distain 
for any lowly co-pilot. His captaincy 
arrives (DC-4, C-87, etc.), but 
postwar he’s an aviation has-been. 
Gann weaves his story in wonderful 
prose, while philosophizing about 
aviation and life – all his pals lost 
tragically along the way, etc. What 
is it about fate being the hunter? 
Gann’s literary and Hollywood 
careers then emerge. 390pp, sc, 
$27.00 $23.50 B 
 

Operation Jubilee: Dieppe 
1942 The Folly and The Sacrifice 
Patrick Bishop. All the latest 
history covering the Canadian 
landing at Dieppe in August 1942. 
How Dieppe was an gusranteed 
disaster costing more than 3500 
killed, wounded and POW. If you 
have The Greatest Air Battle: 
Dieppe, you’ll especially want this 
new one. 400pp, hc, photos, map, 
index. $36.00 $33.50 B

Tragedy at Dieppe: Operation 
Jubilee, August 19, 1942 Mark 
Zuehlke’s close analysis of this oft-
reviewed battle that left Canadian 
regiments in tatters. Jubilee’s 
planning. then its tragic execution. 
The big picture including tales of 
survival & heroism on the beach in 
the face of impossible odds. 436pp, 
sc, photos, notes, biblio, index. 
$27.95 $26.00 B (Both Dieppe 
books in the 81st Ann. year $55.00 A)

The Apollo Murders Chris 
Hadfield “sci-fi writer”! If you’ve 
read An Astronaut’s Guide to Life 
on Earth, you’ll jump at “TAM”. The 
story’s set in 1973 with the Cold War 
& space race in high gear. Three 
astronauts are trapped in their 
module on the far side of the moon. 
US-USSR tensions are about 
to explode as both sides search 
for some secret lunar treasure. 
Houston is doing its best to keep 
its jammed-up crew focused, but 
that’s tough, especially when one 
of the astronauts isn’t who he 
appears to be. Says Chris: “The 
Apollo Murders is everything I love 
– high tech adventure, international 
intrigue, wicked danger far from 

home, people pushed to their limit, 
constant surprise … at a pivotal 
moment in history,” Says one 
reader: “Possibly the most exciting 
& enjoyable book I’ve read. I had to 
slow down my daily intake just so I 
didn’t finish it too quickly. It would 
make an amazing movie!” 480pp, 
hc $34.95 $30.00 B

Astronaut’s Guide to Life 
Chris Hadfield’s bestseller gets 
you into a spacesuit and takes 
you on an ride! Chris’ publisher 
observes: “As Commander of the 
International Space Station, Chris 
captivated the world with stunning 
photos and commentary … Chris 
offers readers extraordinary stories 
from his life as an astronaut.” Rare 
insider’s perspective, e.g., how 
astronaut training reverses popular 
wisdom re. how to be successful: 
Astronauts prepare for the worst, 
sweat the small stuff, and care 
what others think. What’s it really 
like “out there”? Find out … order 
a copy! 320pp, photos, hc. $32.00 
$24.00 B (both Hadfields $42.50 A)

Sprog Author Kelly is a sports 
columnist turned media professor. 
Along the line he became fascinated 
by RCAF wartime training. He 
read everything, CANAV’s books 
included, then started writing about 
the daily lives of all those kids “joining 
up” to do their wartime bit. Sprog 
(the RCAF slang term for a raw 
recruit) covers some keen young 
fellows, including the inevitable “Tex”, 
who came up from the US. Sprog 
takes its readers from enlisting to 
indoctrination at No.1 Manning Depot 
in Toronto. Every day is an adventure 
for the recruits. But who will make 
the cut? The fellows move through 
the stages – guard duty at Camp 
Borden, etc. How will they pan out in 
the RCAF? 592 pp, sc. Autographed 
copy $32.00 $21.50 B 

The Accidental Airline  
Spilsbury. Fascinating first-hand 
account of one of Canada’s major 
post-WW2 airlines, BC’s Queen 
Charlotte Airlines. Stranraer, 
Canso, Norseman, DC-3, C-46, 
etc. Kemano, PWA rivalry, demise. 
Solid Canadian history for any keen 
aviation reader. Photos. 240 pp, sc, 
photos, map, index. $18.95 $17.50 B 
 

Casey: The Remarkable, 
Untold Story of Frederick Walker 
“Casey” Baldwin: Gentleman, 
Genius, and Alexander Graham 
Bell’s Canadian Protégé John 
Langley’s history of Canadian 
“Early Bird” F.W. “Casey” 
Baldwin, the first Canadian to 
pilot a powered airplane, who 
flew at Hammondsport, NY before 
McCurdy flew at Baddeck in 1909. 
Important, revealing, essential 
Canadian aviation history. 296pp, 
sc, photos, index. $24.95 $21.50 A
 

Anthony Fokker: The 
Flying Dutchman Who Shaped 
American Aviation Dierikx. 
Already famous in the 1910s, 
Fokker designs the Triplane and 
D.VII that terrorized the Western 

Front in WWI. Postwar, he develops 
spectacular commercial aircraft, 
some of which open the North & 
Arctic + Canada’s earliest air mail 
and passenger routes. Wealthy 
and eccentric, Fokker settles in 
the US, but dies early, leaving an 
estate worth (today) $100+ million. 
Much about Fokker’s right hand 
man, Bob Noorduyn, who moves to 
Montreal to design the Norseman. 
426pp, hc, photos, notes, bibio, 
index. $40.00 $32.50 B

Birdman: The Wright 
Brothers, Glenn Curtiss and 
the Battle to Control the Skies 
Beginning with the 19th Century 
pioneers, author Goldman moves 
to the Wrights & Curtiss, focusing 
on their dedication. The Wrights 
clash with each other & Curtiss. 
Their “rock star” pilots introduce 
millions to the airplane, but, by 
1912 more than 100 have died. 
Airplanes disintegrate, pilots are 
hurled from their seats, planes 
crash into crowds, the first bird 
strike kills a pilot. Lincoln Beachey, 
who performs in Canada, grows 
disgusted by crowds coming out 
just to see him die (so they do in 
1915. A “page turner”, bringing to 
life pioneer aviation. A book for any 
serious fan. 230 pages, hc, photos, 
notes, index $35.00 spec. $24.50 A 
(Birdman + Fokker $45.00 A)

Amelia Earhart Flying 
Solo John Burke’s biography 
of a great pioneer aviator. Early 
years then her Toronto sojourn & 
excitement taking in an airshow 
there. Her fascination with the 
WWI JN-4 Canuck used in Toronto 
by the RFC. Then the rest of 
Amelia’s career through the years 
around the world. Nicely produced. 
221pp, sc, photos, biblio, index. 
$16.99 $14.50 B
  

Churchill’s Band of Brothers: 
WWIIs Most Daring D-Day Mission 
and the Hunt to Take Down Hitler’s 
Fugitive War Criminals Damien 
Lewis’ bestseller. At D-Day a British 
Special Air Service team parachutes 
into France on a sabotage mission. 
Betrayed, they are caught & 
executed, except for two. The story 
in detail & how the SAS set out to 
punish the Gestapo thugs involved. 
Says the flap copy: “The untold story 
of one of the most daring missions 
of WWII.” Gripping, authoritative 
reading.  410pp, hc, photos, maps, 
biblio, index. $28.50 A 
 

Broken Arrow #1: The 
World’s First Lost Atomic Bomb 
Clearwater. Astounding Cold War 
story of a B-36 down in northern 
BC & its A-bomb dropped off the 
BC coast. Details of the mission, 
accident, search for the crew, efforts 
to confirm the bomb’s status. Based 
on declassified documents, so the 
rumours are debunked. Colour 
photos of the wreckage. Much about 
those involved. $14.50 B

Dancing in the Sky: The Royal 
Flying Corps in Canada Hunt. An 
important book — how Canada 

went from aviation featherweight 
to powerhouse. In 1916 Britain 
established a magnificent air 
training plan in Canada. Five 
aerodromes popped up in Ontario 
with everything needed -- recruiting, 
indoctrination, airplanes, etc. 
Thousands of young men train to 
fight in the world’s first great aerial 
war. Some 20,000 get overseas. 
The plan includes Canada’s first 
aircraft mass production, with 
more than 1200 JN-4C trainers 
built in Toronto. Author Hunt tells 
how the plan was organized, the 
problems of weather & accidents, 
how thousands of Americans also 
passed through the system. How it 
all suddenly ended, what was the 
aftermath. 358pp, sc, photos, notes, 
biblio, index. $29.50 $27.00 B

Maverick in the Sky: The 
Aerial Adventures of WWI Flying 
Ace Freddie McCall Sherlee 
Matheson’s bio of Fred McCall, 
the 5th scoring WWI Canadian ace. 
McCall re-musters from army to 
RFC, initially flying RE8 2-seaters 
“over the front”. In this awkward 
plane, he scores against “the 
Hun”. Later on SE5s, he boosts 
his tally to 34, including 5 in one 
day. Much good detail about war in 
the air & sqn life. Postwar, McCall 
barnstorms, supports the flying club 
movement, pioneers in commercial 
av’n. 112 pp, sc, photos, biblio, 
index. $12.50 postpaid

The Spitfire Smiths: A Unique 
Story of Brothers in Arms S/L 
R.I.A. Smith, DFC, and Chris 
Shores. Authoritative story of RCAF 
brothers, Rod and Jerry Smith, 
who fought at Malta (Jerry died 
there). Rod later rose to command 
401 Sqn & finishes his war with 14 
victories. To be greatly enjoyed by 
all interested in RCAF heritage, 
especially the Spitfire era. 224pp, 
hc, photos, index. $39.95, $24.00 B

Gallantry in Action: Airmen 
Awarded the Distinguished 
Flying Cross and Two Bars 1918-
1955 Norman Frank’s wonderful 
coverage of airmen awarded the 
Distinguished Flying Cross thrice. 
60 exciting profiles including such 
famous Canadians as Mosquito 
ace Johnny Caine, Halifax pilot 
Herbert Peterson, Tempest ace 
Dave Fairbanks & Spitfire ace 
J.E. Walker. All the details of their 
triple gallantry actions. 224pp, hc, 
photos, index. $34.95 $31.50 B

Flying Under Fire: Canadian 
Fliers Recall the Second World 
War  Bill Wheeler’s wonderful 
compendium covering Canadians 
in the air war 1939-45 flying the 
little-known Whirlwind (J.P. Coyne), 
Typhoon (J.G. Brown), Beaufort 
(M.C. Hyslop), Ventura (R.H. 
Fowler), Mosquito (G.E. Stewart), 
Lancaster (D.A. Bell), etc. Also 
includes instructing & ferrying. 
Superb history, one to read and 
re-read. 252pp, sc, photos, gloss, 
index. $21.95 $20.50 B
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FREE BOOKS ...
Order $150.00+ and pick a free book (only as shown): Leslie 

Corness, Wilf White, Canadair Sabre, Pioneer Decades, 
SPROG, Spitfire Smiths.

ORDER INFO
Pay prices in bold type. For Canada: Enclose your cheque/MO + $16.00 
shipping for titles coded “A”, $14.50 for “B”, then add 5% tax. Two or more 
books in Canada: flat rate $24.00. PayPal or Interac OK -- pay straight 
to larry@canavbook.com Cheques to our address. US & overseas: 

e-mail larry@canavbooks.com to get a postal rate, then use PayPal or any 
cheque/MO on any US or Canadian bank (pay in CAD$).

[ ]  I enclose my payment
[ ] Have my books by Larry Milberry autographed

Name ___________________________________

Street/RR ________________________________

City/town ________________________________

Prov/State ________________________________

Postal code/Zip ____________________________

Country __________________________________

Tel/e-mail ________________________________

Mail, phone or e-mail your order: CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada M4E 3B6
Tel (416) 698-7559, 
E-mail: larry@canavbooks.com
Blog: www.canavbooks.wordpress.com
CANAV Books: Canada’s Aviation Heritage Book Publisher

Skippers of the Sky: The 
Early Years of Bush Flying  Bill 
Wheeler (CAHS No.5, Canada’s 
Aviation Hall of Fame) assembled 
this wonderful collection of 
flying adventures. All the great 
bushplanes + a host of well-known 
aviators from Gord Ballentine to 
Jack Caldwell, Tommy Fox, R.H. 
Fowler, R.S. Grant & Jack Hunter. 
248pp, hc, photos, chron, gloss, 
index. $24.95 $23.00 B

Alberta Forestry Helicopters 
in Wildfire Management 
Petite. Important history of how 
Alberta embraced the helicopter 
in the 1950s. Early forestry 
contracts with such operators as 
Associated Helicopters, then how 
Alberta adapted the Bell 47 to 
help control annual forest fires. 
Beautifully produced, fastidious in 
detail, important for any aviation 
bibliophile. 124pp, sc, lf, photos. 
$30.00 A

Broken Wings: Tragedy & 
Disaster in Alaska Civil Aviation 
Liefer. The airplane made modern 
Alaska, but the price was high. This 
remarkable book tells the tragic 
side of it from the disappearance of 
Ben Eilson in 1929 & Post/Rogers 
in 1935 to such other losses & 
mysteries as PanAm & CPA DC-
4s in 1947 & 1951, CPA DC-6 in 
’56, Northwest DC-7 in ’63, Capitol 
DC-8 in 1970, Twin Otter in 1977, 
etc. Well illustrated with maps & 

photos. 302pp, sc, biblio, index. 
$24.95 $22.50 B

Battle of the Atlantic: How 
the Allies Won the War Dimbleby. 
As it says, detailed and all-
encompassing, esp. re. the U-Boat 
war in which the RCN played such 
a key role. How the battle began 
so badly for Great Britain, then the 
gradual progress made against 
the enemy’s U-Boats and surface 
fleet. Much about technology and 
tactics, also the politics. 530pp, pb, 
photos, notes, biblio, index. $22.00 
$19.50 B

The Royal Navy and the 
War at Sea 1914-1919 Grehan 
& Mace. Important 21st Century 
retrospective covering all the 
great battles, ships, tactics. From 
Heligoland & Jutland to Zeebrugge 
& North Russia. 204pp, hc, map, 
photos, glossary, index. $49.95 
$18.50 B (Dimbleby+Bennett 
$32.00 A)

Naval Battles of the First 
World War Bennett. The great 
battles from Jutland and Zeebrugge 
to “the Med”, around Africa, as far 
off as the Falklands and Chile. The 
Emden’s adventures, etc. Modern 
reprint of a 1968 classic. 320pp, sc, 
photos, maps, biblio, index $28.95 
$18.50 B

Flying Under Fire Vol.2 More 
of the same great reading for any 
serious fan. Pairings this time 
include Catalina (Len Birchall), 
Wellington (Art Wahlroth), 
Mosquito (M.A. Cybulski), P-40 
(Jim Collier), Spitfire (Bill McRae, 
Bill Carr), B-25 (R.H. Fowler), 
Meteor (Bill McKenzie). Another 
superb title. 228pp, sc, photos, 
gloss, index.$21.95 $20.50 B 
(both vols. $38.50 A)

Prairie Wings: RAF 34 
Service Flying Training School 
Medicine Hat 1941-1944 David 
Carter’s seminal coverage of one 
BCATP school. From clearing the 
site to daily Harvard training to 
closeout. A gem of a book. 198pp, 
sc, lf, photos. $35.00 A

Johnny: John Fauquier, 
DSO and 2 Bars, DFC Canada’s 
Greatest Bomber Pilot Dave 
Birrell’s bio of a great Canadian. 
Having flown pre-war in the 
bush, Fauquier enlists days 
after war erupts. Initially an 
instructor, he gets overseas to 
fly Wellington & Halifax bomber 
operations with 405 Sqn. Much 
detail about individual “ops”. 
Much about daily life. Fauquier 
twice commands 405 including 
on Pathfinder Lancasters. Great 
raids ensue (Peenemunde, etc.), 
then Fauquier joins 617 “Dam 
Buster” Sqn to fly “Tallboy” ops. 
One of the best such RCAF bios. 
227pp, sc, photos, dia., biblio. 
$24.95 $23.50 B

Baz: The Biography of Ian 
Bazalgette, VC Dave Birrell does 
a top job with this in-depth bio of 
another top bomber pilot. “Baz’s” 
boyhood, including a few years 
in Canada. His training, then 
ops with 115 Sqn on “Wimpys” 
& “Lancs”. Excerpts from Baz’s 
letters add punch, giving you a 
front row seat. Later, on 635 Sqn, 
Baz flies dangerous Pathfinding 
“ops’ until shot down on his 
58th mission. Much about this 
trip & the aftermath, including 
correspondence and Victoria 
Cross history. The book finishes 
strongly, as the Nanton, Alberta 
Lancaster is dedicated in Baz’s 
honour in 1990. 210pp, sc, photos, 
app’x, biblio. $24.95 $23.50 B

Chatham: An Airfield History 
Lee. Chatham’s beginnings as a 
WW2 training base with Fleets 
& Ansons plus “ops” (Hudson 
U-boat patrols). Postwar with 
Vampires, then Chatham as the 
RCAF Sabre training base and 
home to the Golden Hawks. 
Voodoos & CF-5s follow - 416 
& 434 sqns. Tracadie Range & 
satellite tracking base. Chatham 
closes 1988 … what does the 
future hold? Essential for any 
respectable RCAF library. 116pp, 
sc, lf, photos, maps, app’x. 
$24.50 B

POW - Behind Canadian 
Barbed Wire Carter. Alien & POW 
camps in Canada. Internment of 
European Canadians in WWI + 
German POW camps in WWII. 
Fascinating history from which 
all will learn. How German 
POW’s in Canada were a law 
unto themselves. Life & death in 
remote camps, great escapes, 
cemeteries, etc. 254pp, sc, 
photos, app’x. $25.00 B  

Flying on the Edge: Bush 
Flying in Newfoundland and 
Labrador Having flown CF-100s in 
the RCAF, Gene Manion becomes 
a bush pilot in NL. He paints one 
of the best pictures of the business 
in a region of Canada where the 
bushplane remains essential. 
Cessna to Beaver, Otter, Widgeon, 
Heron, Aero Commander, Beech 
18, etc. Many rescues, recoveries 
and (sometimes) just plain bad 
days – this book “is” bush flying! 
265pp, photos, maps, gloss, biblio. 
$21.95 $20.50 B

Gordon Mitchell, Bush 
Pilot This delightful book adds 
importantly to the Austin Airways 
story. A model for combining 
aviation history with family legacy. 
Many great new bush flying photos. 
A real gem of a package, especially 
if you have our Austin Airways, 
Norseman or Air Transport in 
Canada books. 110pp, 8x10 
format, photos, index. $25.00 B

Flying to Extremes Dominique 
Prinet’s story about bush and Arctic 
flying. Much about Cessna, Otter 
and Beech 18 + other well-known 
types including the DC-4. Much 
about the people & places of our 
northern reaches. Notes reviewer 
Brian Cotter: “I’m blown away by 
the book’s scope and quality, by the 
author’s attention to detail, balance 
of content, pacing, ethno-cultural 
observations and geographic 
descriptions… Prinet was one 
lucky pilot with more than a few 
close shaves. Yet he was foremost 
dedicated and professional. In that 
way I imagine he made his own 
luck.” 278pp, sc, photos, maps, 
gloss, biblio, index. $28.50 B

Amazing Flights and Flyers 
Sherlee Matheson chronicles 
important Canadian aviation 
adventures, emphasizing people 
& planes. Tales from that long 
lost, yet-to-be-found CPA DC-4, 
to a CPA DC-3 & DC-6 destroyed 
by bombs, how 2 gold bricks 
“disappeared” at Yellowknife, a 
highjacked Air Canada DC-8, a 
Canadian take re. D.B. Cooper, 
bush flying in “Newfie”, Gateway 
Aviation and the Martin Hartwell 
episode, Alpine Helicopters, the 
adventures of Kenn Borek Air, etc. 
286pp, sc, photos, maps, gloss., 
app’x, biblio, index. Really tops! 
$19.95 $18.50 B


